Abstract-With regard to curb the impact and transmission of worms for general form of incidence rate in computer networks, SIQRS(susceptible infectious quarantine recovered susceptible) model has been developed. Basic reproduction number, endemic equilibrium state and their stability are discussed for the general form of incidence rate. With the help of Jacobian matrix and Liapunov function, it has been shown that the system is locally and globally asymptotically stable for the infection free equilibrium state. We have derived an explicit formula for the reproductive number. Numerical methods have been used to solve and simulate the system of differential equations which will help us to understand the attacking behavior of malicious object in computer network, and efficiency of antivirus software.
I. INTRODUCTION
Nothing is permanent, everything that exists in nature may change and this vary change gives us a fantastic world of cyber. Over the years, the internet technology has been continuously offering multiple functionalities and facilities. The augmentation of cyber technology has helped in data and information exchange to take at blazing speed which transforms the world into global village. It has made the life easier and world accessible with the touch of button. But everything is not well in cyber world; it is facing several challenges in the form of malicious objects. These malicious objects are worms, virus and Trojan horse. Malicious objects have tremendous influence on computer network. Currently, e-mail has become one of the main factors for the transmission of malicious objects. Transmission of malicious objects in computer network is epidemic in nature and is analogous to biological epidemic diseases. Controlling the malicious objects in computer network has been an increasingly complex issue in recent years. In order to curb the malicious object and analyze the stability of the system, we propose an SIQRS model. In this model, we have used Quarantine class for the very general form of nonlinear incidence rate as a device. Quarantine the word symbolizing a force isolation. The biological world witnessed a radical changes in the last decades with successful implementation of Quarantine to reduce the transmission of human disease such as Leprosy, Plague, Smallpox etc. The same concept has been adopted in the cyber world; the most infected nodes are isolated from the computer network till they get recovered. Electronic mails and use of secondary devices are the major sources for the transmission of malicious objects in the computer network these days [1] . Anderson and May [2, 3] discussed the spreading nature of biological viruses, parasite etc leading to infectious diseases in human population through several epidemic models. The action of malicious objects throughout a network can be studied by using epidemiological models for disease propagation [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . Richard and Mark [10, 11] proposed an improved SEI (Susceptible-Exposed-Infected) model to simulate virus propagation. However, they do not show the length of latency and take into account the impact of anti-virus software. Mishra and Saini [12] [13] [14] presented a SEIRS model with latent and temporary immune periods to overcome limitation, which can reveal common worm propagation. Feng and Thieme [15, 16] considered very general endemic models that include SEIQR model, with arbitrarily distributed periods of infection including quarantine, and with a general form for the incidence term that includes the three forms. Wa and Feng [17] showed that an epidemic approximation near threshold number [Rq=1] can have a homoclinic bifurcation, so that some perturbation of the original model might also have a homoclinic bifurcation. Several authors studied the global stability of several epidemiological models [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] .
Several authors have studied on bilinear standard incidence rate, but these may require modification, for example the underlying assumption of homogeneous mixing may not be true in cyber world. In this case, the necessary population structure and heterogeneous mixing may be incorporated into a model with a specific form of non-linear transmission. In this work, we assume a general form f(S, I, N) as a non-linear incidence rate constrained with a few e-epidemic feasible conditions. We show that for SIQRS models (a) if basic reproduction number, that is, 0 R  1 then the endemic equilibrium of the system asymptotically stable, and (b) if
then there is no endemic equilibrium state, and the worm infection-free equilibrium state is asymptotically stable. In the next stage we again show that for the instability of the endemic equilibrium state, the incidence rate of f(S, I, N) must be convex with respect to infection I. For global stability, we take incidence rate as a product of two function i.e. f(S, I) = h(S). g(I) and then construct a Lyapunov function. We consider a horizontally transmitted infection of worms (transmission from an infective host to a susceptible node) in computer network .We postulate that the incidence rate depends on the variables S, I, and N only and is given by a function f(S, I, N). The function f(S, I, N) must satisfy the conditions f(S, 0, N) = f (0, I, N) = 0
(1) and ( , , ) 0,
We also assume that the function f(S, I, N) is concave with respect to the variable I, that is,
In the SIQRS model for the infections that does not confer permanent immunity, susceptible nodes go to infectious class, thereafter some nodes remain in the infected class while they are infectious and then move to the recovered class after the run of anti malicious software and other most infected nodes are transferred into the quarantined class while they are infectious and then move to the recovered class after their recovery. The model here have a variable total population size, because they have recruitment into the susceptible class by inclusion of some new nodes and they have crashing of nodes due to the reason other than the attack of malicious Objects. 
II. MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION FOR THE SIQR MODEL WITH NON LINEAR INCIDENCE RATE
Let S(t) be the number of susceptible at time t, I(t) be the number of infected nodes, Q(t) be the number of quarantined nodes, R(t) be the recovered nodes after the run of anti malicious software and N(t) be the total population size in time t. The schematic diagram for the flow of malicious objects has been shown in fig 1. Based on our assumption, we have the following system of differential equations.
where μ is the birth rate and death rate due to the reason other than the attack of malicious objects, ε 1 be the death rate in infective compartment due to malicious objects, ε 2 be the death rate in quarantine class due to malicious objects, δ is the rate constant which leaves the infective class for quarantine class, γ is the rate by which the nodes go from quarantine class into recovered class, α is the rate of transmission of nodes from recovered to susceptible class and σ is the rate of transmission of nodes from infectious to recovered class.
We have N = S + I + Q + R Thus, the reduced system of equations takes form, 
By the mean value theorem, if 1 (0, ) , , 
then infection will spread in the system and it is denoted by R 0 and is called basic reproduction number. The above characteristic equation is identical with 0 3 2
We obtain, a 1 a 2 -a 3 > 0.
Therefore, all three roots of the characteristic equation have negative real parts, and hence the endemic equilibrium state G * is asymptotically stable.
Proof (b):-Since the diagonal elements are real and negative of the above matrix therefore the system is asymptotically stable for the malicious objects free equilibrium state.
III. GLOBAL PROPERTIES OF SIR AND SEIR SYSTEM
The majority of the incidence rates can be represented as a product of two functions f(S, I) = h(S)g(I) where h depends only on S and g depends only on I. For the incidence rate of the form h(S)g(I) satisfying the condition h(0)g(I) = 0 = h(S)g(0) and
for all S ,I > 0 , direct Lyapunov Method enable us to prove global stability for some models. To construct the Lyapunov function we require an auxiliary function with specific properties. To construct Lyapunov function for SIQRS with incidence rate of the form h(S)g(I) ,we take N = 1, i.e., S, I, Q and R are the fractions of the susceptibles , the infectives, the quarantined and the recovered in the population and S+E+I+R=1 hold.
Now, we construct the Lyapunov function to show the global stability of infection free equilibrium state
We know from total differentiation
Since h(S) and g(I) are monotonic functions therefore 0 ) ) (
This implies that the system is globally asymptotically stable for the infection free equilibrium state. Inspired by the biological compartmental epidemic model, we strived to develop SIQRS model for the transmission of malicious objects with non-linear incidence rate in computer network. We discussed the characteristic of the threshold parameter and keeping into mind the propagating behavior of worms and its self replication characteristics in computer network, we consider a very general form of non-linear incidence rate. The concavity conditions under the constant size assumption are shown to be stable. Local stability with the help of Jacobian matrix for the infection free state if R0 less than or equal to one and endemic equilibrium state if R0 greater than one have been shown and we have also shown the global stability for the infection free equilibrium state. If we take particular form of incidence rate βSI instead of general form of incidence rate f(S, I, N) and simulate the above system of differential equations (4) with the help of Runge-Kutta-Fehlberg fourth fifth order method by using the real parametric values depicted in table 1. We get the above two graphs which will help us to standard the attacking behavior of worms in computer network. With the analysis of these result, the software company can develop more effective anti malicious software.
